
I wish AI

would take

over my

calendaring

Fears

Play with the tool

Why are

you here?

Nice to

collaborate

 on this

Here to explore

and learn with

fellow

Purposeful

Innovators!

Big fan of

Dave

Working on

how purpose

ties into AI and

would love to

learn more

Hoping to

Augment my

intelligence with

fellow GenAI

adventurers

Get some

fresh

perspectives

More exposure to

more thinking.

Plus a dynamic

Dave session is

awesomeness

Experience

some

balanced

perspectives

A rock

Play

together

with the

experts

Understand how we are

starting to comprehend

the impacts in other

sectors.  What is

'universal' to all

industries and how tdo

we visualize that.
listen and

learn

Understand how

AI will impact my

profession, as an

innovation leader

Want to learn

more about the

broad categories

of opportunities 

with GenAI

Takes a lot of

time to keep

on top of the

changing

landscape

Anything

Dave Gray

and I am

curious!

Learning Tracks

What are skill sets that we need to

develop?

Where are the learning

communities now?

There are a number of

challenges respective to AI,

especially generative AI

technologies.  One, that stands

out, is the discernment of

intellectual property.  If AI has

produced additive content

based on a large language

model (LLM), then how do we

draw the line between de novo

versus derivative content?

Big fan of

Scott

Prefer

MIRO!

Hoping Dave

reveals

prompts to

create a Dave

Gray avatar

big fan of

Scott

!

Here for the

AI-Innovation

Trail with

Scott

Warming to

Scott

On line human

collaboration is

a future promise

that still needs

development

Fear of who

doesn't have

access to their

platforms yet

Fear of

change

Hahaha it

took me some

time to realise

it wasn't Miro

Fear of job

loss

Love

Scott's sea

green

glasses

Rise of

hype and

BS

What if it's

"Protopia"?

Go to >

people and orgs

being so AI

focused they don't

necessarily focus

on the real issues

in the world

Fear of

coming in

3rd place

😂

Hell yeh
AI is another

form of

augmented

reality...creation

Fear that my

company

won't let me

use GenAI

Design

industry under

attack by

another army

I helped my kid

with generating

images for a

Shakespeare

timeline poster

Fear of falling

behind

without AI

tools

Some of

'talents'

valued less

Pace of change

demands

continuous

learning &

development

AI outstrips human

understanding.

Artificial

understanding,

hope, empathy...

Fear of if people

will look at AI

augmented

lacks credibility

How can I

use AI in

VC?

I am afraid of the

speed of changes

that are coming -

will be quick

enough to adapt?

How can I use

AI in climate

transformation?

Kids learn in

new ways and

we don't

understand the

impact

I envision AI

uses for MANY

functions,

corporate or

otherwise

As we keep training

ourselves to be

better

professionals, what

is the right move?

better at what we

do? or go learn AI?

How can it

help

colleagues

collaborate?

Sexual

advice

It could gradually

become a way to

farm out

engagement across

the board.

sloooowly but right

in front of us

economic

transformation

for climate

survial

Diminished or

enhanced sense

of

accomplishment?

Interesting

topic

Fear that my

home

automation AI

won't let me

eat cookies

Policy does seem

to be an

immportant

aspect of this

technology and

evolution

Suicide

advice

AI is my secret

advisor, my wife

does NOT want to

hear that's where

ideas came from

humans

don't have

a role

Murder

advice

IT's especially

useful for small

businesses

with limited

funds

The data

required to feed

AI will be used

by bad actors

(dark web)

What if the new

mailbox

baseball is

home AI

hacking for lolz?

How do we

socialize our

kids to

manage AI

wisely?

I want AI as

my Virtual

Assistant

Increase in

hacking,

scams,

phishing

How to make

sure my family 

does not use a

scam AI

service

We are already quite

disconnected from

reality (of feelings),

what if we become

really lazy, when we

don't need to think/

write as much?

Working on

something big.

How do I

architect and

execute on it? 

AI to tell me

to nudge me

with my

productive

habits

How do we

advise our

kids about

what career

to explore?

WORK distopia

an immediate

connectivity - via

wearable or

embedded bio tech

(could be good or

bad)

Home

automation

-like a Jarvis

at home

Scams and

fraud  not get

better and

more

dangerous

Will my AI

barista

misspell

my name?

more on 

https://www.clarewgraves.com/

Reduced

human

serendipity

AI surfacing

what I need

to work on

first

AI magnifies the digital

divide and two

societies emerge in

America that are

increasingly at odds

with each other (wait

that's already

happening!)

Fear: AI

service

employees are

as dumb as Siri

Why do we exist? 

A question we

are finally

FORCED to ask

and answer.

If AI does so

much for us

how will we

sue our time

differently?

AI to prevent

Chrome from

not killing my

laptop battery

right now

Increase in

apathy;

decrease in

democracy

ETHICS of

AI- Tool or

Cheating?

Artificial

siblings

Yeahhhh

What can I

do this

weekend

I tell ChatGPT about

every strategic

thought I have and

ask "how's that

sound? how could it

be better?"

The speed of

development

and the

implications

of security

What would

be the best

mindfulness

work I can be

doing now

implanted AI

surveillance

by authorities,

insurers etc

School

My mother doesn't

understand

obvious scams

today. Whew to

the upcoming

years

how do you

police/balance

ethics in AI when

the systems are

already biased

Is there an

implication to

the notion of

"free speech?"

Totally

1984

realized

Clubs

Parks,

plazas

80 and 90 year

old legislators

making decisions

about regulating

the AI space and

tools

Serendipitous

meeting up

with folks

Generic

ChatGPT

sermons?

learn more

about

innovation

I could over rely

on AI and get

boring mediocre

answers to

everything

Whare are

we having

for dinner

today

Community

centers

Friendships &

relationships

with the AI.

Reduces need

for dating.

Gym

Social

media

Can it recognise that

both of us are in

front of the TV and

not showing the

genre that either of

us don't like to avoid

remote war

Metaverse

speed of

disinformation

causing harm

AI competing with

me in my

hobbies/interests

(music, writing,

etc.)

Coffee

shop

AI-

generated

music - no

DJs

AI News summary

and AI storytelling

is not as good,

but could take up

all the air

<<THis!
Artificial

integrity

Parks /

youth

hang-outs

further

dehumanization

of work culture

AI exposes

the

hypocrisy of

corporations

Rotating

Communities

rich people will get

supercharged by

AI & gene editing,

poor people will

get their asses

kicked. that sucks

Using AI to send

a message.

Receiver uses AI

to summarize.

(Already

happening)

How the

F&^% we

keep up :)

Kids not

drawing

My

meditation

practice

Instagram

Pinterest

What will

happen to

the Amish?

Museums

& Art

Galleries

Artificial

silence

Another reason

for educators not

to improve

current education

approaches

People will ignore

real human

suffering b/c they

are distracted by

AI and

enterrtained 

Less

mentorship

from others

Inspiring

Talks

'Digital

fentanyl

(from

Monsters)

Kids play

with AI and

not other

toys, games

Less

relationship

building at

work, through

work.

The end of

email

reduce

operational

costs

Where

should

Consultants

go?

Co-pilot for

EVERYTHING

Increased

focus on

human

contact

AI enhanced

nursing,

intensive

care

reduce

research

time 

Increases

accuracy of

business

decisions

Makes

interns

more

productive

Never starting

with a blank

page or slide

ever again Help with

writing (very

slow for me

right now)

More private

conversations

structuring

tipycally

chaotic work

dynamics

Genuinely spend

moire time on

critical thinking

and big

breakthrough

innovation

Allows corps to

ask questions of

its owned

knowledge base

and get instant

answers

JIT

learning for

all the

things

I ask AI

questions I'd

be

embarrassed

to ask publicly

Get past

the

obvious

quickly

custom

environment

settings based on

people/customers

who are present,

their preset

preferences

People

realizing what

actually

creates

humanity

ways to make

money

without

putting hours

Augmented

social

experiences

Using different

modalities to

inspire thought

without the craft

skills of writing or

visualisation

I can get basic

things like user

stories written

immediately

AIs weaknesses

put an emphasis

and premium on

critical thinking

(a good thing)

A meta

layer to

learn what

to learn

more time to

spend

mountain

biking /

traveling

Solve

some much

hairier

problems

Raises the

base

"knowledge"

of everyone

Much better

evidence-

based

medicine

I tell ChatGPT

about every

strategic thought I

have and ask how

it could be better

Spa

Talk to different

people

simultaneously

with different

avatars

really

working

remote -

entirely

Augmented

living - a

truly smart

home life!

metaverse

Block Party with

the neighbors.

Can AI plan in

person meetups

boundaries

of trust and

authenticity

Open people

up to new

space and

experiential

opportunities

I told ChatGPT it was

Jean-Luc Picard and

asked it what I could

learn from warp core

maintenance that

could be applied to

my marriage 

List fun things

to do this

weekend or

on vacation

We love the front

yard chance

encouters with the

neighbors. Can AI

nudge other to show

up outside based on

who else is there

help coach

and provide

therapy to

people at

lower cost

Novel ways

to approach

problem

solving

Help support

people when they

can't afford the

human-dependent

service access all

the time

We've leveraged GPT

technology to

determine hyper-local

pathogen risk, thus

inform users of "safe

pathways" between

two different locations

Improved

efficiency on

home

maintenance

Get feedback

on your early

work for both

quality and

value

Calendars

actually

work

transferring ideas I

don't understand in

one context into a

context I can

understand it. eg

"make a baseball

analogy about this"

AI can replace the

merit in earning

something by a

person's own

sweat

Professional

AI Chef

HOME dystopia/

utopia: when

network goes

down, you have to

be in person with

entire household to

solve problems

Simple question

based

spreadsheeting

I am 66.  My wife

passed away.  I

have used chat for

advice with my GF

It was useful advice,

immediate, and free

Reduces

time to

knowledge

eg, I asked

ChatGPT how many

coaching clients I

would need by

inputting some

parameters in prose

and then iterating

Making mundane

tasks more efficient

(bills, shopping,

restocking,

choosing home

services, etc.)

Make

reservations,

recommend

menu selections,

and split the

check

Creative breaks/

vacation

recommendation

School

Enabling much

richer

communications

Conversation

starter ideas

Harry can

you

translate

please?

Sparks

conversation

more quickly

how do you

verify

authenticity?

Better

adaptive

heating

solutions

Adaptive

elctrictity

usage

augmented

collective

intelligence: from

"human in the loop"

to "computers in

the group"

Can AI

make itself

obsolete?

TRANSLATION

helps

communicaiton

AI requires

electricity

powered by?

AI Open

Architecture

A way to

win trivia

night

folks able to

do their most

interesting

work

My art

studeo

rehearse 'work

encounters'

with more

realistic

simulations

         

AI HVAC to make

offices actually

comfortable if we

have to go back

to offices

SUMMARIZE

transcripts

incumbent big

tech are

undermined;

content farms are

too easy and

ignored entirely

Customer

feedback

summaries

from giant data

sets

Better sensing of

our mood so we

can better

regulate our

behaviours and

experiences

Chatbots

'online' spaces shift

to augmented layers

as people double

down on getting

away from 'screens'

and engaging IRL

experiences

How can we live

Regenerative

and in a

sustainable way

Past human innovations

-fire, wheel, electricity,

radio- promised to

radically change

humanity.  They did.  AI

seems more radical.  Is

it? 

Key questions to consider

Ways to research

customers and

engage with them

in novel ways

Better

representation

of customer

segments

AI saves us from

the worse of

unintended

consequences of

our 'best

intentions' 

Artwork

AI-curious; I

trust this

space for

exploration.

How we

learn as we

go?

What are

humans

best at?

Where do

we invest

our

energy?

How might we

use AI as

Augmented

Intelligence rather

than Artificial?

What

should we

advise

others?

Who's best enabled

to put guardrails on

new tech?

Legislatures aren't

& businesses have

no motivation

How can weave

the tools into our

lives to learn

more about these

new /materials'?

How can we

prototype

possible policies

for public

understanding

and review

What does it

mean to be

human in human-

AI hybrid spaces?

Bias and

Discrimination

Accountability

and

Transparency

How can this

disembodied

knowledge be used

fruitfully in

collaboration with

embodied

knowledge?

It means what

we are asking

students to do

isn't of much

value.

Are we too confident

that we know what

humans can and cannot

do, and the assumptions

and biases baked into

our current human-

centric approaches?

How can we learn to

think of complicated

enough questions to

make effective use

of AI's capability to

answer them?

Legal

personhood

of AI

'beings'

Where does the

concept of "goals"

fit? Current AI

doesn't know

what truth is

Yes, students

should use AI. But

to do higher

value, critical and

creative work.

employment

is obsolete

(tx god) 

univesal basic income

for all the people that

used to make up the

underclass allows

them to find their best

selves to contribute to

humanity

Is Artificial

the right

word?

What should

we really be

asking

students to

do?

Who

regulates

the

regulators? 

What are new

forms of

education

given AI does

the basics.

income

inequality

How comfortable

should we be with

80 and 90 year

Congresspeople

making legislation

on AI?

is this going to

make it easier to

do capitalist

bullshit that

shouldn't be done

in the first place?

Individual PURPOSE in

life seems critical to

self worth.  Purpose

may be simpler if we

have fewer options

because AI is doing

everything for us..

Delegating learning

to AI. Will (rich)

people be able to

send their avatars

to get educated on

their behalf?

How can I

most

effectively

teach others?

How AI's powers

of synthesis,

making sense of

complexity could

be helpful

AI has been good

at killing off visual

cliches, challenges

the envelope of

creative originality.

Augmented

creation

Yes flipped

roles,

Humans as

servants of AI

YES! Is that

KK

speaking?

Fancy clip

art

What are some

appropriate

metaphors for

AI like tools?

Animal

intelligence

- ala Kate

Darling

Stochastic

Parrot?

AI The Musical!

Is this the

chorus?

What new

abstractions

does

generative AI

enable?

TRUST

Did humans

have

intelligence

to begin with?
What is this

rabbit hole

leading to?

Using it already for

volunteer work... how

to help unemployed

get emplolyed, how

best to teach reading

to each individual

student

No need to do

anything further

with this material,

AI absorbed it

already

Relationship and

personal advice from AI

could be exactly what

we need.  As long as it

doesn't actually begin

generating it's own

ideas

https://bigthink.com/

videos/robert-

sapolsky-us-vs-

them-thinking-is-

hardwired-but-

theres-hope-for-us-

yet/

Finally, we need

the philosophy

classes some of

us took in 1975. 

And I've forgotten

it all.    

FOFO

Fear in

general.

Always a

bad advisor 

How does this

technology influence

the needed system

change?

Past productivity tools such as our

mobile phones, significantly

increased productivity.  But higher

expectations for productivity

immediately followed.  AI will be

different ... how?

Ai is a collective resonance

room.

More output for less effort. How

will it support critical thinking

and the search for knowing the

greater truth?

Does AI influence

our purpose. How

does it connect to

human evolution?

It might be as

ubiquitous as your

contact lenses

How to optimally distinct

absorb, digest & integrate

the proper/healthy

learning?

learn to

THINK 

Can AI (help) prototype the

needed system change

(mercantile -> ecological)

And the critical path

towards it? 

Existential question!

System

change! Matrix

rules

We re like the sorcerer's apprentice. always

expecting a better easier world coming

thanks to some magical new invention.

DDT, plastics, fossil fuels, PFAS, you name it.

AI is just the next hype.

They al turn out to have unforeseen

downsides. We are still newby inventors

compared to nature. We need to wake up.

AI will change the world, and affect

humanity. Will we change? Not likely

http://www.xplaner.com/innovation-illustrated/
https://app.mural.co/t/davegray1/m/davegray1/1680641832702/b2e291faac2438c8abd9eb78c36098dbc3bcdade?wid=0-1680884029474
https://www.clarewgraves.com/
http://www.clarewgraves.com/theory_content/CG_FuturistTable.htm
https://kk.org/thetechnium/protopia/
http://www.clarewgraves.com/theory_content/audio/CG_clip1.mp3

